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• Citation
• H-index or derivative index
• Data from social media platforms

Altmetrics
As a generalization of article level metrics, altmetrics
can assess the popularity or social impact of
publications based on data collected by social media
platforms.
Compared with the traditional citation based metrics,
altmetrics can reduce the delay for accumulation and
cover new forms of scholarly content (e.g., datasets,
software, and research blogs) to achieve more broad,
diversiform, and rapid impact analysis.
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1. Representativeness（代表性） and validity（有效
性） of data for Altmetrics
Altmetrics are a very broad group of metrics.
Classification:
• Viewed - HTML views and PDF downloads
• Discussed - journal comments, science blogs, Wikipedia,
Twitter, Facebook and other social media
• Saved - Mendeley, CiteULike and other social bookmarks
• Cited - citations in the scholarly literature, tracked by Web
of Science, Scopus, CrossRef and others
• Recommended - for example used by F1000Prime
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2. Correlation between citations and various social
media event counts（citation和社会数据之间的关系）
Citation

VS

Social media data

Social media data

VS

Social media data

Can social media data predict citation?
Whether both types of metrics measure similar concepts?
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1. ignore the influence of journal, discipline and
publication date on the validity of altmetrics.
2. do not analyze the correlation across disciplines
for a comprehensive scientific magazine.
3. do not explore the correlation by publication year
and role of social user.
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 Representativeness（代表性） and validity（有效
性） of Twitter and Facebook as data sources of
Altmetrics
 Correlation between citations and tweets（citation
和社会数据之间的关系）

Innovation points
 Based on a comprehensive scientific magazine

Nature
 Consider the impact of publication year and
discipline for the analysis
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 Relatively long time (2010-2015)
 Consider the Twitter user type at the first time
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We downloaded the metadata for all Nature research
papers from the online literature database over the period
between January 2010 and June 2015, including title,
publication date, discipline, keywords, accumulated
number of tweets, Twitter user types and Facebook posts
from nature.altmetric.com and citations from the Web of
Science.
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Disciplines:
Biology sciences
Chemical sciences
Earth & environment sciences
Physical sciences

Twitter user types:
Member of the public: somebody who doesn’t link to scholarly
literature and doesn’t otherwise fit any of the categories below.
Scientist: somebody who is familiar with the literature.
Practitioner: a clinician, or researcher who is working in clinical
science.
Science communicator: somebody who links requently to
scientific articles from a variety of different journals or publishers.
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In order to evaluate the representativeness and validity of
Twitter and Facebook as data sources for altmetrics, we
analyze the distribution of academic information about
Nature articles on Twitter and Facebook.
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In order to evaluate the representativeness and validity of
Twitter and Facebook as data sources for altmetrics, we
analyze the distribution of academic information about
Nature articles on Twitter and Facebook.
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The coverage is used to evaluate the concern degree of social
users on a Nature article and the development of the social
media platform on the academic field.
The mention rate is used to examine the impact of a Nature
article on a social media platform.
We also analyze the relationship between tweets and
citations for Nature publications to determine whether both
types of metrics measure similar concepts.
We evaluate the Spearman correlation (measure of statistical
dependence between two variables S) between tweets and
citations.
0<S<1 positive correlation
-1<S<0 negative correlation
S=0
uncorrelated
|S|=1 perfect monotone function
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1. Distribution of academic information
A. Bibliographic Analysis Based on Twitter and Facebook
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Fig. 1 Twitter and Facebook coverages by publication year
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We can find that both Twitter users and Facebook users are interested in a
few Nature articles published in 2010. As Twitter and Facebook evolve, social
users increasingly focus on the scholarly documents, and thus Twitter and
Facebook coverages show an increasing trend over the publication time.
Twitter develops more rapidly than Facebook for the academic field.
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Fig. 2 Twitter coverage by publication year and discipline
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Twitter coverage for biology sciences is significantly higher than other
disciplines and Twitter coverage for other three disciplines show
a similar lower growth trends. For Nature articles published after 2012,
Twitter coverage for all disciplines approaches 100 percent.
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A. Bibliographic Analysis Based on Twitter and Facebook
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Fig. 3 Facebook coverage by publication year and discipline
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Compared with Twitter coverage, the Facebook coverage differences
among distinct disciplines are relatively larger.
For the articles which are not published in 2014, the Facebook has a lower
coverage for chemical sciences than other disciplines and a relatively high
coverage for biology sciences and earth & environment sciences.
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For all disciplines, members of the public have the highest concern degree.
Practitioners have the lowest concern degree.
Biology sciences draw more concern degree of four user types.
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1. Distribution of academic information
A. Bibliographic Analysis Based on Twitter and Facebook
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Fig. 5 Twitter and Facebook mention rate by publication year
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There is a continuous growth for both Twitter and Facebook mention rates
because of the developmet of social media platforms.
Compared with Twitter, the growth of Facebook mention rate relatively
slow.
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Twitter and Facebook mention rate by publication year and discipline
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There is an ascending trend of both Twitter and Facebook mention rates for
articles about all disciplines.
For all articles published from 2010 to 2015, we also can see that the
articles about biology sciences and earth & environment sciences have
higher Twitter and Facebook mention rate than the other two disciplines.
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Fig. 8 Twitter mention rate by user type and discipline
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For all disciplines, there is a highest impact on members of the public.
For members of the public, scientists and science communicators, the impact
of the articles about chemical sciences is much lower than the articles of
other three disciplines. Moreover, for all disciplines, there is a relatively small
impact on practitioners and science communicators.
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2. Relationship Analysis
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For the articles published from 2011 to 2014, the correlation coefficient
shows first increasing then decreasing as the publication time passed.
This finding suggests that the relationship analysis between tweets and
citations can be influenced by changes in Twitter use and citation delays.
Moreover, the correlation for the articles about biology sciences and
earth & environment sciences is positive and there is a relatively higher
positive correlation for papers of all disciplines published in 2012.
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2. Relationship Analysis
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TABLE 3 Spearman Correlation between Tweets and Citations by Twitter User Type
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The Twitter user type and the discipline have a great influence on correlation
between tweets and citations.
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Five important conclusions

Part 4
Conclusion

This study presents a great many findings, but five are
perhaps especially salient:
• The development of social media platforms makes people
more interested in academic information.
• Twitter users have a higher and faster-growing concern degree
on the Nature articles compared with Facebook users.
• Nature articles have higher and faster-growing impact on
Twitter than on Facebook
• The correlation between tweets and citations for Nature
articles is positive and appears quite sensitive to the
publication date, discipline and Twitter user type.
• Although tweets and citations are somewhat related, they
mostly measurea different type of impact.
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